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By Judy & Sam Davis

July 6, 2009

AFTER A QUICK SUPPER in
aluminum, we caravanned to
the Festival Theatre in
nearby Stratford for 'A Little
Night Music' by the All Canada String Quartet. The
quartet named themselves ‘All Canada’ because, not only are all members Canadian, all of their
instruments are made in Canada. More particularly, all of their instruments are made right here
in Ontario. The music was excellent and much appreciated. Ben Bolt Martin, the cellist, was so
passionate and personable he became our special favorite -- he even played an original blues
composition on his cello! While the program was principally classical, the lead violinist also
played a blues number on banjo. Judging by the animated discussions as we left, the music program was a fine start to discovering Ontario.

Tavistock

GORDON AND ELAINE MORSON welcomed us to the Discover Ontario WBCCI National Caravan
with a 'Get Acquainted' happy hour at the Tavistock municipal campground. The caravan includes 13 units: Florida (7),
Michigan (2), North Carolina (2), Georgia (1) and
Ontario (1). There are four
motorhomes and nine trailers. Local residents and past
caravanners Neil and Inez
Fishwick from Ingersoll,
ON, joined us for the festivities and brought everyone a
basket of just-picked local
strawberries.

WE SHARED A HAPPY HOUR at the campground picnic pavilion with many goodies, including
local ‘Squeeky’ cheese curds.
AFTERWARD, WE WALKED a couple of blocks through a pleasant neighborhood to downtown
Tavistock for a delightful buffet dinner at Quehl’s Restaurant. Most of us enjoyed more than
one piece of homemade pie.

Tavistock

July 7, 2009

AFTER DINNER, we were
treated to a concert by Eduard
Klassen playing the Paraguayan Harp, a traditional folk
instrument. The harp is made
of thin cedar and pine woods,
and is very light in weight. It
has a diatonic scale, no foot
pedals and only five octaves;
but oh, the wonderful sound
Eduard makes with it! Everyone was enthralled and didn’t
want the concert to end.
EDUARD’S LIFE STORY was as
fascinating as his music was
beautiful. He grew up in a mud hut in the Paraguay wild, 320 miles from the closest city. After
hearing harp music from American and Canadian missionaries, Eduard moved to Asuncion to
study music. Upon graduation, he dedicated his life to spreading God’s word and his story
through a music ministry. To date he has performed more than 3,000 concerts in 200 countries.

By Judy & Sam Davis

MORE INFORMATION and music are available at http://www.eduardklassen.com.

WEST SIDE STORY was an exciting, enthusiastic, bombastic, two-and-one-half
hour song-and-dance love story based on Romeo and Juliet – but recast in New
York. It is about the rivalry between two gangs, the Jets and the Sharks. What
an amazing show! The live orchestra is hidden on the third level and is kept in
touch with the stage by TV and it works
with precision.
LUNCH WAS ON OUR OWN. Blair and I ate
in the park with Lou Rink at a small table
under the trees in the semi-shade. The
Perruccis, Lauries, and Powells walked
to lunch and then to the Avon River
where they watched the Mallard Ducks,
the swans and the Canada geese.
THE GARDEN PLANTINGS AROUND THE
THEATRE were being tended and all of
the flowers were lovely. There were also
many sculptures in the gardens to be enjoyed.
AFTER OUR RETURN TO THE CAMPGROUND we had a drivers meeting for our trip
the next day. We thank our leaders for the special treat of live theater which we
rarely get in South Florida.

By Sallie Littlejohn

July 8, 2009

THEIR ARMOURY of guns, knives, bayonets, swords,
spears and lances was quite extensive –each one checked
in and out for each use on stage - then locked up until it
is needed again. This is a world-renowned state-of-the-art theatre and seats about
1900 people. It was almost filled for our 2 p.m. matinee of WEST SIDE STORY.

Tavistock

THE ROBIN-RED-BREASTS were out on the lawn early on
Wednesday morning as we left the campground. Five
vehicles held twenty-three caravanners for our appointment in Stratford at 9:30 a.m. for a backstage tour of the
Stratford Shakespeare Festival Theatre. It was a great
one-hour tour and amazed us all to see the workshops
where each costume, shoe, undergarment, wig, hat, item
of jewelry and stage prop is carefully designed and produced for each show by a small army of skilled craftsmen.

TODAY WE CARAVANED to Queenston (Niagara Falls). On this sunny
warm day we travelled through the beautiful farmlands checking
how high the corn was growing in anticipation of having fresh corn
at the end of our Ontario travels. We enjoyed the beautiful wildflowers along the road. We passed by the industrial city of Hamilton and
got a glimpse of Lake Ontario. We entered Canada’s wine country
and soon arrived at Shalimar Lake Trailer Park and got our Airstreams set up.

Queenston

July 9, 2009

THEN IT WAS TIME to set off again. Gordon led us on a tour through
Niagara-on-the-Lake, pointing out
the beautiful homes, wineries,
vineyards, parks, Fort George and
the Shaw Theatre. We enjoyed the
hanging baskets and beautiful gardens as we headed to the Pillitteri
Estates Winery.
AT THE WINERY, Gilbert, our guide, gave us a detailed tour of
the wine making process. Afterwards, we tasted four wines
including ice wine, made from frozen grapes. Some went to
the fruit market and bought cherries and raspberries and others
bought some Ontario peanuts. A lovely day was had by all.

By Wendy & pat Conway

OUR NEXT STOP took us to the
City of Niagara Falls, Ontario.
At the base of the Canadian Horseshoe Falls we boarded the
Maid of the Mist boat and were given blue plastic ponchos to
wear. The Maid of the Mist took us to the base of the falls
where the thundering water and heavy mist are experiences
to remember.
OUR LUNCHEON STOP was at the Table Top Restaurant. We
had choice of entree which included dessert and hot or cold drinks. We sat at a large window
and could watch the falls as we ate. A wonderful view.
INTO THE BUS AGAIN and off to the Welland Canal lock #3. We learned of the operation and
history of the canal. This canal allows a ship to travel from the Atlantic Ocean to the five Great
Lakes and back again.
AND ONCE MORE we went onto the bus, taking a lovely tour of Niagara-on-the-Lake and along
Lake Ontario, passing by parks and beautiful homes.
BACK AT THE CAMPGROUND we all gathered at Gordon’s Motorhome for a get-together social. It
was a very busy and eventful, satisfying day.

Queenston

A MILE OR SO DOWN THE ROAD is a huge floral clock on a hill
slope. An array of colorful plants are planted as the face of the
clock’s background. This background is changed periodically as
needed.

July 10, 2009 By David Perrucci

THE YELLOW SCHOOL BUS arrived at 8:45 A.M. and 23 Airstreamers boarded and headed south
on Niagara Parkway. We didn’t travel but about a mile to our first stop: a park honoring Isaac
Brock, a British officer who repelled American forces during the War of 1812. His grave is also
on the grounds.

Queenston

AFTER THE 8:30 A.M. DRIVERS’ MEETING, I followed Blair & Sallie LittleJohn to the Lewiston
Bridge Port of Entry (Border Station) where we crossed the Niagara River (strait) into New
York and continued to the Fashion Outlets of Niagara Falls, USA (discount mall) where Sally
briefly shopped.

July 11, 2009

LEAVING MY CAR at the mall, we drove through Niagara Falls to Niagara Falls State Park (Goat
Island) in the Niagara River which separates the Canadian and American falls. There we
walked to the Three Sisters Island which lies in the Horseshoe Rapids and offers wonderful
views, including eastward gazes of the Canadian Horseshoe Falls (opposite direction from previous day’s lunch.)
AFTER DRIVING AROUND wooded Goat Island, we continued northward on the Robert Moses
Parkway past Whirlpool State Park, up the Niagara escarpment, obtained gas at Smoking Joe’s
(Indian reservation discount) and returned to the discount mall to retrieve my car.

By Lou Rink

SOLO, I returned to Goat Island for the
Cave of the Winds Trip (previously seen
by Blair & Sallie) – via a 175’ elevator
through the Niagara rock escarpment into
the Niagara Gorge and followed wooden
walkways to the base of Bridal Veil Falls
(as close as one can get to any of the falls)
for an exciting and quite wet view from the
bottom.
NEXT, I walked around Luna Island, which
separates Bridal View Falls from the
American Falls, for spectacular views from
the edges of both falls.
DROVE NORTHWARD (for Smoking Joe’s
fuel) to Lewiston, the original site of Niagara Falls (some 12,000 years ago) where the cocktail was invented (by a local tavern proprietress who stirred the drink with the tail feather of a stuffed cock pheasant); where the underground railroad ended with nighttime boat trips to Canadian safety; and where I enjoyed a cocktail and dinner off the Robert Moses Parkway at Apple Granny on Center Street, a city tour center smaller than Niagara-on-the-Lake.
RECROSSING the Lewiston Bridge into Canada required more than an hour, due largely to Canadians returning from Niagara discount mall shopping.

toronto

WOW, we all went to dinner at the Mandarin
Restaurant and ate ourselves into the next size
of clothing. I have never seen such a big place,
with extensive decorations, sculpted fruits and
vegetables; and there was so much food including delicious shrimp, salmon, King crab,
OH, I could go on and on, especially about the
desserts: there were too many to count but
what we had was great!

July 12, 2009 By Susan & Bernie Quintana

WE LEFT THE CAMPGROUND about 10:30 A.M., pretty much on time. We dumped and got on the
road and had a very uneventful trip, weather was great and traffic was not too bad. We were
very grateful we were not heading west as the traffic on that side was stop and go for miles and
miles. Gordon says he thinks there was a big INDY car racing thing going on. We arrived at the
camp at 12:15 so we feel we were good little campers “not too late and not too early.” I am
amazed how many Tim Hortons there are in this country. I believe there is one at every exit, at
least it seems that way, and we did not stop at any of them, excuse me while I pat myself on
the back, when we passed one we saw about four of our group, but the only one I could recognize at that distance and speed was Lou Rink’s Bambi.

AFTER RETURNING TO THE CAMPGROUND we
had a GAM with Tall Tales as the object and we
did hear some good ones. I always thought that
tall tales are stories that have a grain of truth
with some embellishments, but I think our people all told the whole truth and nothing but the
truth. So I now believe in the old adage that the
truth is almost always as good as fiction.

Toronto

July 13, 2009 By Donna Laurie

WE PACKED A LOT of sightseeing
into eight hours. Today was our
first experience of the many
worlds of Toronto. Under the
capable maneuvering of our bus
driver, Jane, and the guidance of
our caravan leader, Gordon, we
began our tour at Casa Loma.
This majestic castle was built in
1911 – 1914 by Sir Henry Pellatt, a Canadian financier, industrialist and military officer. We
wandered through each room of
the mansion while listening to a
recording, in addition to exploring the stables and gardens.
AS WE DROVE TO DOWNTOWN Toronto, Gordon pointed out the sights: Chinatown, old and new
City Hall; Parliament; and Supreme Court, among others. We came to CN Tower and were
whisked up the elevator to the restaurant and had a delicious meal
while constantly looking out the windows as we slowly revolved
360°. We experienced the height and wind on the observation deck,
and some brave souls stood on the glass and looked straight down
1,136 feet!
ROGERS CENTRE WAS OUR NEXT STOP for a tour of the stadium. The
crew was changing the $2,000,000 field turf from football to baseball.
We should not have experienced the moving seats but we did. We
saw the press box, club seats and memorabilia room.
OUR FINAL STOP was Tilleys, world famous for their clothing and
hats.

We were too pooped to
party at happy hour!!!!!!

MEANWHILE, Russ had visited “The Beer Store”, where he read signs about what was available
in cans. Of course, the one he chose was not really available, but the salesperson assured him he
could get it in a six-pack of bottles. Those were sold-out, also. He gave up for today. Having
learned the beer companies had allied to sell their own products, we decided competition might
work better to promote availability.
WE ENJOYED TRAVELING east on Finch as frequent stoplights let us look around.
WE WENT ALL THE WAY to Don Mills Road and the Tilley’s factory store. They had free coffee,
cookies, WASH rooms and different sales than we had seen yesterday. The $59 top was $99 and
not available in red today. A lovely Indian lady toured us through the cutting and sewing room. It
was brief and I lagged behind to watch
the heavy duty machines and talented,
mostly Asian-heritage seamstresses,
who had good American accents. All
employees had time to stop and smile
a greeting. We were told the hats were
all made there and the clothing was
mostly made in the fashion/garment
district in Toronto. Hat Bites, the center cut out of the rims, were available
free. The other freebie was the ‘Brag
Tag’ which declared the durability and
longevity of the Tilley hats. Blair
noted yesterday the story of the elephant keeper’s hat which had been
consumed and later retrieved, thoroughly laundered and worn again, at least three times. They
added they tried to trade him for a new hat in order to place the old one in their museum, but the
trainer refused. They noted they were “secretly pleased.”
WE STOPPED at a Scotia Bank for more exchange of cash which was down from $1.13 to $1.11
Canadian for a U.S. dollar. No fee was charged as at the RCB last visited.
WE DROVE AROUND the Yorkdale Mall and I noted at least two nice sculptures in the parking
area: three acrobats or dancers, one flying, and a large man holding a small ball. Sears had the
most sale ads, but we resisted looking.
WE RETURNED to Steeles Avenue of Mandarin fame to look for lunch and tried the Giggling Tomato. We likely would not try it again.
IF THIS DOESN’T SOUND LIKE OUR BEST DAY, you can see why I like the Caravan-led manner of
travel. We’re enjoying our travels and tours thanks to Gordon and Elaine.

July 14, 2009 By Jackie & Russ Thackery

WE STARTED LATE since I got up slow and showered this A.M. We stopped at the first grocery
store we saw. I went in and realized, I couldn’t get there from here. Every checkout lane was in
use or blocked to prevent access. I was told to use the other door which required exiting and reentering the building around the corner or I could duck and crawl between the barrier between
the doors, which I did. I completed our list and a couple more items without difficulty.

Toronto

A FREE DAY, almost. Russ attended the 8:30 a.m. drivers’ meeting. He made notes for tomorrow’s travel and others for directions to independent excursions.

LOOKING FOR A BIT OF ADVENTURE and nature without traveling into Toronto, we found the
perfect spot. Humber College Arboretum has a beautiful paved path following a river. Dan &
Maxine, Fran & Dave and Tony & I packed a lunch and took off on foot. There was one small
problem – getting from Indian Line Campground to the Arboretum! The only way was a fifteen
minute walk crossing Finch and 427 as well as on and off ramps. There was more traffic than
we cared to contend with but we persevered!

toronto

July 14, 2009

THERE WAS A GRASSY birding path as well as a single wooden bench to rest and have lunch and
enjoy the sights & sounds by a bridge that crossed over the river. There were wildflowers galore: Chicory, Dandelion, Milkweed, Morning Glory, Wild Aster,
Yellow Monkeyflower, Common
Yarrow, Chokecherry, Queen
Ann’s Lace, Raspberries, Showy
Fleabane, Daisies, Thistles, etc.
A FURRY FELLOW posed for us on
some rocks, while Fran took his
picture. We aren’t sure what he is.
Any idea? My guess is that he is a
well fed river otter.

By Donna Laurie

WE WERE UP AT 6:30 A.M. as I had volunteered to take Bob Powell’s place as a parker, and
soon started taking in water and electric and hooking up.

BEING PARKERS, we drove back to the highway and waved our fellow Airstreamers into the
campground. All were in by 1:30 P.M., and none came in too early.
MOST SPENT A LEISURELY AFTERNOON
resting up and doing various chores. I
polished my five pairs of shoes and then
Tony Laurie found two blown fuses in my
truck and replaced them. Thank you,
Tony.
WE THEN HAD A GOOD happy hour with
much good food. Next came a great fish
dinner of fried Pickerel, french fries,
home-made slaw and tarter sauce furnished by Gordon’s niece Irene Ferguson,
and her husband, Rick,. Thank you,
Gordon, Elaine, Irene and Rick.
WE THEN HAD A SING ALONG hosted by
Jackie Thackery. I was taking out the garbage and about missed singing my favorite song,
which is ‘You are my sunshine.’ Jackie even had song books so we could all know the words.
Thank you, Jackie.
TONY AND I PLAYED HORSESHOES and Tony
won 21 to 16 with a ringer.
AFTER THAT, I suspect all us night owl Airstreamers were in bed by 10 P.M. Another
good day.

Waubaushene

WE HAD A NICE STOP at a Tim Hortons, and were soon on our way again. We arrived safely at
our campground and were soon un-hooked and all set up.

July 15, 2009 By Dan McIntyre

After those chores and a quick breakfast, we were off. Most of our fellow Airstreamers were up
and about and preparing to depart. We left the campground at 8:10 A.M. and followed our leaders, Gordon and Elaine Morson, with Russell and Jackie Thackery bringing up the caboose.

JUNE 16, 2009 -- 40th anniversary of man’s first walk on the moon. We were awakened at 4:30
A.M. by a thunderstorm with heavy rain. Later, it cleared for a beautiful day. Our group departed the campground on a school bus for the day’s activities.

Waubaushene

July 16, 2009

WE STOPPED AT BIG CHUTE (Big Falls) to
view the Big Chute Marine Railway, a giant
cable driven rail car to provide ship transportation around a waterfall between the
upper Sparrow Lake of the Severn River
and down 50 feet to the Gloucester Pool.
The Gloucester Pool is separated from the
Georgian Bay water level of Lake Huron by
a single lock. The original rail system was
constructed in 1916 and a newer parallel
one began operations in 1978. A lock system was considered, but the fear of Sea
Lamprey habitat expansion prevented construction.
WE WATCHED the 40 foot private cruiser,
Theresa of San Diego, ride down the new rail. Then we saw the 40 foot cruiser, Wager I of Ottawa, and also a smaller craft ride together up the same rail.
THERE IS ALSO the Big Chute Generating Station on the property. We were given a brief explanation of the whole operation in the small Visitor Centre.

By Jay Maxwell

WE CONTINUED on the bus and stopped for a snack break at Tim Hortons at Horseshoe Lake. En
route we saw many modern Inukshuks (balanced rocks) along the highway. Original Inukshuks
were used as guide markers for centuries.
OUR NEXT STOP was Parry Sound. There we boarded the
550 passenger, tri-level, Island Queen V for a three-hour
cruise around Parry Island in the region of Georgian
Bay’s 30,000 islands. The cruise was very pleasant
among the many tree covered Canadian Shield granite
rock islands, some with cottages. We saw a Black Bear
with two cubs. We also saw two Osprey nests with
young.
THEN WE
RETURNED

on the bus to the campground.

GLENDA AND I drove to the Quarterdeck Restaurant at Queen’s Cove Marina in Victoria Harbour
for a seafood dinner. Others of our group also ate
there, in Midland or in their RV’s. Then Glenda
and I drove to Midland to view North America’s
largest outdoor historic mural painted on five adjoining grain silos, along with some of the other
30 historic murals.

(Tony Laurie provided the following information regarding the rock sculptures we saw along
the highway.)

THE INUKSHUK REMINDS us that as good as our individual efforts may be, together we can do even greater
things. They endure as eternal symbols of leadership,
encouraging the importance of friendship and reminding
us of our dependence upon one another.

(Dan McIntyre recommends this recipe for inexpensive holding tank deodorant
that works better than commercial products.)
Holding tank deodorant
1. Secure an empty gallon jug. (Antifreeze jugs work best because
they’re heavy duty.)
2. Add:
a. 2 Tablespoons of ammonia
b. 1 Cup of borax
c. 1 Glop of Pine-Sol (Added by Blair LittleJohn.)
3. Fill jug with water.
4. Shake.
5. Add 1 cup to holding tank.

Waubaushene

THE INUKSHUK REPRESENTS safety, nourishment, trust
and reassurance. Inskshuks in themselves are the product of cooperation. The hands and efforts of an entire
group were required to build these massive stone sculptures. They are the result of a consensus of purpose, of
focused action by a group united in its goal.

July 16, 2009

THE INUKSHUK, (Ee-nook-shook) meaning ‘in the image
of man’ have stood for centuries in the far Canadian
North Country. They were traditionally used as a compass or guide erected to make the way easier and safer
for those who followed. The Inukshuk guided people
across the frozen tundra and gave them hope in barren
places to handle hardships they encountered.

THIS MORNING BEGAN at a more leisurely pace – time for some folks to walk to Bell Falls. I
trust someone took a photo or two.
OUR CAR CARAVAN LEFT at 9:30 headed for Midland and Sainte Marie among the Hurons. This
is an historic site dating back to 1639 – 1649 when the Jesuits came West from Quebec. The
‘Mission’ was established to bring Christianity to the Wendat Indians in the area.

Waubaushene

IN BRIEF, the Jesuits came west among the Wendat (later called Hurons) to bring the Christian
faith. They spent 10 years building their mission and converting many willing Wendat. In 1648
unrest began between the traditionalists, converts and Jesuits. The Iroquois further fueled the
tension and a brief war with this latter tribe ended after the
death of Father Antoine Daniel and many Wendat. By 1649
– 50 the site was abandoned with the Jesuits and converted
Wendats returning to Quebec.

July 17, 2009

WE HAD A BRIEF FILM overview of the history, then Mitch, in
period costume, led us through the re-creation and into many
of the buildings. We saw the fleshing area, some of the original stone work and the chicken run with some very interesting chickens. Stops were made at the cookhouse, the chapel
used by the Jesuits, carpenter and blacksmith shops, colombage or supply depot and the Pilier – thought to be the earliest structure in the settlement.
AT THIS SITE WE SAW a fire making demonstration – the ‘stick & string’ method (my term for it)
and the flint & steel method. They presented a demonstration of their flume type ‘lock’ system
used for bringing the loaded canoes from Quebec up into the site from the river.

By Nancy Russell

MOVING ON, we visited the church of Saint Joseph with an earthen floor,
the cemetery, the Christian longhouse and the wigwam. Mitch then directed us to the path back through the museum (a bit of a maze and
somewhat confusing to wend through). Back to the gift shop – one of the
better ones we’ve seen on the trip.
SOME FOLKS dined in the Sainte Marie restaurant, while others picnicked
on the grounds. Lou Rink, Bob and I drove into Midland to dine at Mom’s. Elaine and Gordon
Morson were there as well as other caravanners.
WE THEN followed Pillsbury Drive along the waterfront of Georgian Bay and of Midland Bay –
then Penetanguishene Bay. Found our way to Discovery Bay to locate Kings Wharf Theater for
Lou. We toured through the main streets of both Penetaiguishene and Midland to see the murals,
back to Hwy 93 and 12 and on toward camp.
OF THE SEVERAL MURALS we saw, the longest was on the side of the grain elevator and depicted
the story of the Jesuits meeting the Wendat. We also saw a mural in progress of a lighthouse.
WE DID PULL INTO THE MARTYRS SHRINE, found the overlook, and viewed the church. The
church is an ornate stone structure and the area includes a number of statues and shrines. The
interior is impressive, though not as resplendent as the edifice would indicate.
WE THREE RETURNED TO CAMP at 3 P.M., and ended our day with a 7 P.M. driver meeting and
ice cream sundaes.

While most of us napped, Fran and Donna prepared a lasagna dinner with salad and chocolate
cake for all of us. It was delicious! Following dinner, Gordon described the activities for the
following day and some of the local attractions.
Show and Tell was the program of the evening. Blair showed a scale for checking the tongue
weight of our Airstreams and offered that service to anyone interested. Dan explained the wonders of window screen and the fly swatter. He also demonstrated his handwritten database
which includes the fact that he can tell you where to have your old GE refrigerator with the coils
on top repaired. Susan displayed her quilting and a table runner under construction. Sallie told
about her cross stitch projects, some of which will be Christmas ornaments. Tony, ‘the Gadget
Man’ had a LED safety light with multiple uses, and Nan told us that she and Bob have retrofitted their Airstream with LED lights throughout. LED’s use 1/10 the power of the original Airstream lights and are a real advantage when boondocking. Sam and Judy remember the places
they’ve visited by ‘squishing’ a penny at each location and collecting them in albums.
About eight o’clock we all wandered home and to bed. Tomorrow will be another wonderful
adventure.

Bracebridge

The Bracebridge Fair Grounds provided a beautiful grassy field and large building with kitchen
facilities and wash rooms.

July 18, 2009 By Blair Littlejohn

GPS devices have made navigation so much easier but what do we do when “Garmin Gerty”
disagrees with our written instructions? In our case the GPS route was parallel to the recommended route so we exited/sortied at the next exit and were quickly back on track. From there it
was only 80 kilometers to our destination.

MUSKOKA HAS ALWAYS been a vacation area with 8,000-plus bodies of water in the region.
Tourists came by train to what is now Muskoka Wharf, where they boarded steamships that
served the many resorts.

BraceBridge

TODAY WE CARAVANNED by car and truck to this very same wharf in Gravenhurst, where we
boarded the Royal Mail Ship Segwun, North America’s oldest operating steamship. Segwun
(Springtime) 125’ long was originally constructed in 1887 and was re-launched in 1974 by
Prime Minister Pierre Trudeau. We enjoyed a delightful lake cruise that linked Muskoka’s past
and present. We viewed the island cottages and boathouses – small ones and spectacular ones –
among pine and granite vistas.

July 19, 2009

WE WERE OFFERED a delicious lunch
aboard in the Royal Muskoka Salon.
The brambleberry pie served for dessert was very popular with us Airstreamers.
OUR NEXT VISIT was to the beautiful
Muskoka Boat & Heritage Centre,
right on Lake Muskoka’s waterfront.
It gave us a glimpse into Muskoka’s
unique history with displays of steamships, wooden boats and luxury re-

By Judy Davis

sorts. Our favorite part of the museum, called
‘Grace & Speed,’ featured an in-water display of
antique and classic mahogany boats made in Muskoka, beautifully restored and in working order.
All are privately owned and are rotated frequently
on display.

WE TOOK OUR OWN chairs and sat outside with, maybe, 500 others to listen to
two reenactors of the legendary Johnny Cash and June Cash. The performance
was called The Legend in Black. We enjoyed the activity on the lake as boats
and kayaks came and went. People swan off the dock, and we could see the
boathouses across the lake.
BRECKENRIDGE IS A CITY of waterfalls on the Muskoka River North Branch.
We saw several of them today. We went to High (or Big) Falls and generator
plant. The Trans-Canada Trail crosses the park here.
WE WENT TO 40’ Wilson Falls – several tiers of falls over table rocks. Brown
Trout were introduced into these waters in 1993.
WE DROVE ACROSS Silver Bridge in downtown Bracebridge. There are falls on
both sides of the bridge. The town has an old wooden mill, a logging chute, a
railroad, a grist mill, a chapel and an octagonal house. Bracebridge had the first
municipal hydro-electric plant in Ontario that was purchased in 1894.
WE DROVE OUT OF TOWN along the Muskoka River to the 100’ Muskoka falls
and dams, which includes South Falls and Hanna Chute on the South Branch of
the Muskoka River.
WE WENT TO A COVERED BRIDGE over Beaner Creek which turned out to be an
entrance to a subdivision. The double-wide bridge was built in 1990.
WE WENT TO SANTA’S VILLAGE, which is a children’s amusement park. There
is also an aerial park and a giant zipline through the treetops and over water.
WE ATE AT THE PURPLE PIG barbeque restaurant then came back to the campground for the driver’s meeting, ice cream and fellowship.

Bracebridge

FREE DAY – we slept late and woke to a
foggy but sunshiny morning. Last evening
Jay and I drove to Gravenhurst for the
50the anniversary of Music on the Barge
presentation at Gull Lake Rotary Park.
The present permanent structure was completed just in time for Queen Elizabeth and
Prince Phillip to attend Barge’s official
opening concert on July 4, 1959.

July 20, 2009 By Glenda Maxwell

JULY 20, 2009 – the real anniversary of Man’s Walk on the Moon.

WE DROVE DOWN 11 to Gravenhurst and out 169 to Bala. A farmer’s market and craft fair was
right beside the road. Very interesting jewelers, a stone roller and vegetables were being sold,
but also a goat cheese, asiago, 5 y.o. parmesan and sausage seller was represented. One salesman wintered in Naples last season and he went to his car to show us a T-shirt from his favorite
bar there.

Bracebridge

July 20, 2009

NORTH OF BALA, we found a sign advertising Johnston
Cranberry bogs and winery. It was worth the trip. We
came away with a couple more gifts (one bottle of cranberry wine to share with a Canadian neighbor in Florida). A young family member came out as we searched
the fields for cranberry plants…He informed us they
grow on fragile vines that have white blooms. For selling as fresh, they are harvested in October by a new
machine, not the old one pictured. Then, the field can
be flooded and the fruit floated off for freezing or pressing, but not sold as fresh.
THROUGHOUT THE NORTHBOUND road, we saw first
one old car or truck and then several at a time. There
must have been a car show this weekend or a road
rally. We wondered if Dan knew!

By Jackie & Russ Thackery

WE ALSO DROVE Hwy. 118 through Port Carling and
back to Bracebridge. We went to the Griffin Gastro
pub for lunch which was very tasty. Russ thought it
the best he’d had so far on his own. We walked the
main street and enjoyed a couple of quaint souvenir
and antique shops. This was a fun, free day.

WE WERE STILL in the fairgrounds and woke up to cold weather by very welcome sunshine. We
left early with the parkers as we were to do a cookout for our group this afternoon.
WE TRAVELED ONLY some 95 easy miles through beautiful countryside, and of course, we enjoyed a stop at Tim Hortons.

AFTER A REAL HAPPY, happy
hour, we had the burgers and
fresh corn, along with potatoes
provided by Donna and Tony
Laurie. It is difficult to buy such
a simple, and good meal, in a
restaurant.

AFTER SUPPER, Neil showed us a documentary video of Canada. It was the
end of a fine day. Thanks to Gordon
and Elaine for their good planning.

Peterborough

July 21, 2009 By Dan McIntyre

WE PREPARED for our cookout
and I was able to clean up and
get the campground grill working. We had good burgers from
M&M Meats and fresh Ontario
corn brought by Inez and Neil
Fishwick. Thank you, Inez and
Neil. Several Airstreamers
helped shuck the corn, and made
short work of that little job.

GORDON LED this morning’s caravan on the ‘scenic route’ to Peterborough, along the East side
of the Otonabee River and Little Lake, and turned under the Trent Canal right at the lift lock – a
very narrow tunnel! This route provided a good look at the lock and a picture opportunity.

peterborough
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WE PROCEEDED then to The Canadian Canoe Museum, which
came into being through the largess of Kirk Wipper and his interest in building and/or collecting these watercraft. We broke
into two separately guided groups for our tour, and enjoyed hearing about, and wandering among, the 155 canoes and kayaks on
display. There are birch bark canoes, elm bark, dug out and skin
(kayaks) – all the way through ‘plastic’, fibre glass and aluminum. They appear in like-new condition to ‘pretty far gone.’ The
museum houses a work shop for restoration work as well. The
craft range from a 10’ river/rough water kayak to a 60’ wooden
racing canoe.
THE GROUP then motored up to the Liftlock Boat Cruise to
ride the world’s highest hydraulic lift. After a brief
wait at the first lock (Lock #20 – the Ashburnham
Lock), we loaded behind a bigger tour boat and a
large pleasure craft. The gates on this lock were
cranked open and closed by hand.

By Nancy Russell

HEADING UP canal toward Lake Huron, we passed
through an open highway bridge and the railroad swing bridge to the big lift lock The lift lock
consists of two large boxes or tanks, into which
the boats enter, then by hydraulic pressure, the
heavier upper lock lowers 65’ while the slightly
lighter lower lock raises to the upper level. The up
box is made heavier by adding one more foot of
water when in the up position.

DURING THE CRUISE we were served a lunch
of grilled chicken on a bed of romaine salad,
roast potatoes, crisp beans and very good
bread. Dessert again was delicious pie.
THE MAXWELL’S and others went into Peterborough for the music and the multi-lighted
fountain. They told me the music was Irish/country/local/pop. They enjoyed the program and
said the lighted fountain was truly beautiful.

THE MOST INTERESTING was a very substantial rock
building housing state-of-the-art grist mill – back in
the 18th century. Its water turbines can generate 75 hp
and grind thousands of pounds of corn per day if
worked at full capacity.
WE FOUND A NICE local country grill and discovered
how much better food tastes if you’re really hungry.
WE HAD A GREAT DAY and did it in the pouring rain.
Blair did not have a coat, but he’s tough. Only mad
dogs and Englishmen should be out in that kind of
weather.

July 23, 2009 By Dan McIntyre

NEXT WE TACKLED THE Lang
Pioneer Village Museum. It is an
assortment of old buildings:
church, wood worker’s shop,
blacksmith and most everything
else a pioneer village would need
to survive and prosper. We even
attended school with a live teacher
for a while. Lou won the spelling
contest by being able to spell
‘grandfather’ without too much
hesitation.

Peterborough

BLAIR LITTLEJOHN, LOU RINK AND DAN MCINTYRE started out to the hydraulic lift lock at
10:30 A.M. Somehow we got sidetracked and never got there. Dan knew of a water powered
saw mill and we wanted to see it.
We found it without too much
trouble, but learned that it is only
open Tuesday and Sundays.

peterborough

I MUST TELL EVERYONE about the Ontario Unit’s newest member’s guitar and singing talent.
While doing two loads of laundry last night Dalton Elliott offered to bring his guitar and music
to entertain in the building about 7:30 p.m. I went and Pat and Wendy Conway were working
with their computer. Both gentlemen have nice voices and we sang country and gospel for
about an hour. It was fun; I hope more come tonight-ice cream at 7 will be a draw if the guitarist is available, too.
OUR DAY BEGAN at a 9 a.m. driver’s meeting where
Gordon noted his first mistake. Turn left out of this
campground; Nancy Russell said it was only half an error as we would turn “right-left” when we leave. She
got a roaring response.
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JACKIE, GLENDA AND SALLIE all went shopping for two
hours. First, Jack and Jill craft store is selling most
items for ½ off. Glenda got a lovely mother of pearl 27”
necklace and earrings. Jackie got our special grandson a
cute t-shirt with a lift-up nose on a wolf. And, Sally
bought a Noah’s ark sun catcher. Perucci’s and Laurie’s
arrived before we left. Hope they did as well.
WE STOPPED AT THE BAKERY on our way back and I let the other two buy a treat for their fellows. Guess I’m not as sweet as they are…sorry, Russ.
WE INTENDED to visit the Crooked Lake First Nation
Culture Center, but only got as far as J. Garfield’s store.
I bought a blank card for “Thank-You” for our leaders.
All will sign.

By Jackie Thackery

WE RETURNED TO OUR UNITS and Glenda and Jay had
plans to revisit the locks and Peterborough. Blair and
Lou went there this a.m. and several gals went to check
out Lakefield.
RUSS AND I WENT TO LUNCH at a busy local restaurant
just south of the campground. I learned that a “hot hamburger” is between two pieces of bread and has gravy on
it. I wondered why she didn’t ask me what I wanted on my hamburger. They would put gravy
on potatoes or fries, if requested. He had vegetable beef soup which was loaded with salt.
RUSS TOOK ME to the Curve Lake First Nation, Ojibwe Culture Center. In the entry-way, a picture of a nice gentleman I visited during lunch was hung along with his brother and many other
seniors of the tribe. Ann, the new curator, explained that after the Iroquois and Hurons were
defeated in the mid-1600’s, this area was settled and the Three Fire Confederacy was established: Ojibwe became the keepers of culture and tradition; the Pottawattami are the keepers of
Fire and the Odawa (Ottawa) the keepers of the Trade Routes. She was extremely excited by
today’s donation of a large box and a grocery sack of very old pottery pieces. They will be
evaluated by professionals. I saw at least four distinct designs at my quick look. She’s not sure
she’ll go home or be able to sleep tonight. Many crafts were for sale at the Whetung store; a
2½” porcupine quill box was $300. Disappearing talents may be valuable.

ONLY THE QUINTANA’S knew where they were by that time, but they caught up to the Conway’s
and formed a mini-caravan.
SOON AFTER PASSING LITTLEJOHN, the
Rink/McIntyre/Davis caravan came upon
Glenda and Jay Maxwell broken down
beside the road. The Maxwell’s were leaking coolant and overheating, but Jay asked
the caravan to continue without them as he
planned to continue slowly in search of a
garage. (His plan worked well, the problem
was fixed, and they arrived at Rideau Acres
just in time for a personal cocktail hour.)
LITTLEJOHN caught up with the minicaravan while it was stopped with the Maxwell’s, re-expanding it to a 4-unit caravan.
We continued on, but were briefly stopped
again by other road construction. This caravan lasted only until Lou needed to take on Flying J
food and fuel at the turn onto Rt. 401. LittleJohn opted not to stop, so the caravan shrunk again
to mini-van status. After five stops, the remaining half hour was smooth sailing, with the minivan arriving at the campground around 3 p.m.
UPON ARRIVAL we were greeted with the news that the Morson’s lawnmower-damaged rear
window had vibrated out during their trip. This had required them to stop for glass clean-up, but
they otherwise had a good trip.
MOST OF THE GROUP showed up for a happy hour at the Morson’s, others went out to dinner.
Happily, the Maxwell’s arrived during the happy hour and received a round of applause. As
expected, everyone came back to the Morson’s for ice cream after dinner.
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THE ORIGINAL CARAVAN was reconstituted a short time later when the leaders were held up by
road construction long enough for others to catch up. The togetherness lasted, however, only
until the first Tim Hortons. The McIntyres, Rink and Davises couldn’t resist, but LittleJohn and
Quintana forged ahead. The ‘forging’ didn’t last long, though, and the Tim’s gang of three soon
passed LittleJohn sitting in a parking lot for lunch.

Kingston

IT BEGAN WITH the ‘Keystone Cops Caravan.’ The LittleJohns, McIntyres, Rink, Quintanas and Davises left
Galvin Bay together as a 5-unit caravan. It was shortlived. In Lakefield we involuntarily split into three caravans when LittleJohn and Quintana made a wrong turn
(we hear that the Morson’s made the same turn on their
way through) and Davis’s GPS took them on a shortcut
that Rink’s and McIntyre’s GPS didn’t like. On Rt. 28
Rink and McIntyre caught up with Davis and reconvened into a 3-unit caravan, but LittleJohn and Quintana
were MIA.

By Judy & Sam Davis

FOR ‘JUST A TRAVEL DAY,’ a lot happened after we left Mosquito Haven

SATURDAY, JULY 25TH, 2009 was a free day until 4 P.M. Rideau Acres Campground had a big
Dog Show. Kingston and the surrounding area offered many museums and sites to visit. Just
plain relaxing might be high on your list of things to do. Well, Tony, Donna, Fran, Dave and
Lou opted to see The MacLachlan Woodworking Museum, City Trolley Tour in Kingston, have
lunch and see The Marine Museum of the Great Lakes. That’s a lot to pack in before our caravan to Fort Henry, dinner and Tattoo!
BOTH MUSEUMS WERE OUTSTANDING. However, the Trolley Tour was unavailable due to a mechanical breakdown.

kingston
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THE MACLACHLAN WOODWORKING MUSEUM has an extensive
tool display, especially wood planes. They were the best I’ve
seen anywhere! The galleries included a cabinetmaker’s workshop, logging and lumbering, sash windows, a cooper’s shop
(barrel making) and a children’s exhibit. The welcome center
was a log cabin built in 1853.
AT THE MARINE MUSEUM, we viewed the history of ships on
the Great Lakes from 1776 to the present. There were artifacts,
models and engines. Part of the museum was comprised of a
former dry dock, engine house and ship building factory from
1891 to 1968. We also explored a 3000-ton Coast Guard Icebreaker, The Alexander Henry.

By Donna & Tony Laurie

AFTER A SUPER DINNER in one of the
rooms at Fort Henry,
our group of caravanners was escorted to the second
level VIP seats with a roof overhead. We were entertained by The Kingston Brass Works Band. With
threat of rain, the Tattoo started off with a Grand Announcement to close the ale houses because the troops
were coming home!
To our surprise and
awe, there was a jet fly over and roll! Impressive!! Then the
bands began to play and march: The Pipes and Drums began
and were joined by the McCloud Dancers. Unfortunately, the
rains came!! In
between the deluge, we saw the
Royal Hamilton
Light Infantry
Regiment known as The Rileys, the US Navy Ceremonial Drill Team complete with bayonets, The Fort
Henry Pipes and Drums and the massed pipes and
drums along with the fireworks finale. It was quite an
impressive show, even in the down pour of rain!
Thanks, Gordon and Elaine, for letting us experience
this bit of Canada!!

By Wendy Conway

July 26, 2009
Kingston

WE CARAVANNED to Gananoque to cruise the Thousand Islands on the St. Lawrence River. On
our tour we saw homes of the rich and famous on both Canadian and American Islands. As we
sailed by Boldt Castle, we heard the history of the castle built by George Boldt, a hotel magnate.
We also learned that Thousand Island Dressing originated here. It was introduced in the Waldorf Astoria, one of Mr. Bolts hotels, where it became famous. We received a copy of the original recipe. Some caravanners continued on to lunch; some ladies went shopping at an outlet
mall. Another nice day!

THE WEATHER MAN SAID today has a 60% chance of rain. Ottawa has had lots of rain, so we
brace ourselves to travel with wet roads.
AS WE LEFT Rideau Acres Campground it is sunny, a good start. We are traveling with Bernie
and Susan Quintana as leaders. Our GPS said turn right out of the campground, Gordon said
turn left. We followed Gordon’s directions. I finally put the GPS on mute, until I changed the
settings.

ottawa

IT IS A GOOD EASY RIDE through the country side on route 15N. We had a nice lunch stop and
shopping at Wal-Mart in Smith Falls. Then we turned a block too soon and we were in downtown. Our GPS tried to get us on the right road, except the direction it took us the road was under construction. Now we had to turn around go back through town and get on the right road.
Several blocks later we saw where we would have come out, except for the road construction.
Finally we caught up to Susan and Bernie and were back on track.
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WE ARRIVED at the Ottawa Municipal Campground without further delay. The campground is
heavily wooded with all kinds of trees. As usual we had our 4:30 P.M. ‘Happy Hour.’ An Airstream couple from Maryland joined us and we told them about the benefits of WBCCI. When
they left, they said we would probably see them again.
Dinner was a special Ontario treat — Bacon-on-a-Bun — and
cold slaw prepared by Elaine. She also surprised us with dessert
of carrot cake and Nanaimo bars. No one left hungry.

By Fran Perrucci

ANNE AND ROGER WILSON, members of the Ontario unit joined
us for dinner. After dinner Roger, who will be our guide for Tuesday’s tour of Ottawa, gave out brochures and an itinerary of the
tour. He also spoke about the Canadian government and their
health care system. We are looking forward to a great tour of the
capital city.
WELL, GUESS WHAT? It still hasn’t rained, so maybe the weather man was wrong. It was a good
day!

BUT THEN we had lunch to think about and the walk
down to Chateau Laurier Hotel made it not seem
too bad. The food was wonderful, a big long line up
of everything you could ever want for salads and at
the end of that table were many splendid desserts.
On another table were the meat selections, fish,
lamb, roast beef and Yorkshire pudding, and then
there was a chef there to make up special pasta
dishes. We all ate entirely too much but then again
that is what you are supposed to do at a buffet,
right? After a brief sit down in the lobby the bus
arrived to transport us again around town. We
stopped at the Rockcliffe lookout where Lou and Dan got ice cream, where do those two put it?
THE ONLY THING WRONG about the trip back was Roger was too interesting and I could not go
to sleep. We arrived back at the camp tired and happy; the only cloud on my horizon was on the
trip back I discovered I had lost all my notes for the day, so I hope I have remembered all the
important things.
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THE TOUR of the Center Parliament building was very special, the tour guide, Hannah,
was very well versed in the
workings of the government
and history of the building.
The architecture was beautiful,
so many carved wood and
limestone designs on the walls
and doorways in one room
there were six face sculptures
that were supposed to be Vikings but when they were unveiled four of them were the
faces of the sculptors. It caused
quite a stir but nothing has
been done yet and they are still there for all to see. She was so animated in her talk, and the fact
we could not sit down anywhere on the tour, we were worn out at the end.

ottawa

OUR NARRATOR Roger Wilson, a fellow Airstreamer, was very knowledgeable about the Ottawa
area and pointed out many of the most interesting things to see, such as the equestrian park,
some marinas, beaches and biking paths. Ottawa seems to have done things right, between the
highways and buildings they have left many green spaces for biking and walking, and busways
that just allow bus travel. We were not able to go through the Italian district, much to the woe of
the Perrucci’s, because of construction but we saw so many other things that I guess they will
get over it.

By Susan Quintana

EARLY TO RISE, the group was all boarded by 8:20 so we took off. Our driver, Silvan, seemed to
be pretty good, and as the day progressed we found out in the tight busy downtown Ottawa traffic how good he was.

TODAY WE VISITED the Royal Canadian Mounted Police stable for a behind-the-scenes-tour led
by RCMP Sergeant Cindy Henry. She’s the daughter of Ron Henry, a member of the Ontario
Unit of WBCCI. Cindy is a working police officer and formerly a
member of the RCMP Musical Ride.
THE MUSICAL RIDE was developed from a desire by early members
of the North-West Mounted Police to display their riding ability
and entertain both themselves and the local community. The first
officially recorded Musical Ride was performed in 1887.

ottawa
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MEMBERS OF THE MUSICAL RIDE are first
and foremost police officers who, after at
least two years of active police work, volunteer for duty with the Musical Ride.
RCMP members only remain with the
Musical Ride for three years which ensures an annual rotation of approximately one third of the riders.
MUSICAL RIDE is performed by a full troop of thirty-two riders
and horses, plus the member in charge. The Musical Ride consists of
the execution of a variety of intricate figures and cavalry drill choreographed to music. Demanding utmost control, timing and coordination,
these movements are formed by individual horses and riders, in two's,
four's and eight's at the trot and at the canter. Months of training, practice and many kilometers/miles around the riding school make horse
and rider one.

THE

By Judy & Sam Davis

FOLLOWING OUR
stable visit we
caravanned to the
Kanata Golf & Country Club for a farewell
banquet. We shared great food, a bit of ceremony and high-spirited bonhomie.
THE DAY, and caravan, ended with wine and
cheese party at the campground.
MANY THANKS TO GORDON AND ELAINE for
helping us Discover Ontario. It’s great when
we can have fun learning.

